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Asset Management:
Everyone’s Focus in 2005

By  Ma r y  E . S h a c k l e t t

IT spending strengthened in 2004 and 2005—but not at the rate of
the pre-Y2K period. That’s because tighter margins and a highly

competitive global business environment are driving organizations to
look for value as well as performance in their IT assets. Many organiza-
tions are taking a hard look at large mainframe platforms like the zSeries
in this effort. This article discusses the upper management’s new focus
on asset management, how IBM is responding with new strategic initia-
tives in asset management—and what corporate IT is doing about it.

THE DRIVE FOR ASSET MANAGEMENT

How many times has an unworkable reportwriter software, or an
application package, or a utility program, sat on the shelf? Most organ-
izations can list several instances. Some may not even remember the
packages they are paying for annually but never using.

Asset management was more of a luxury in the past, because the
daily goal was—and still is—to keep corporate systems (and the organ-
ization) running. However, a new cost consciousness surrounding IT
assets is burning in the minds of company CEOs and CFOs. A formal
asset management system can assist organizations by cataloguing all of
the hardware and software they are paying for – and CEOs and CFOs
are pursuing asset management investigations with a new sense of
urgency. Particular attention is being directed toward hardware and
software license renewals, with the goal of alleviating or consolidating
hardware and software when there is evidence that they are not being
fully and productively used by the organization.

“There are many potential cost savings found with the implementation
of a good asset management process, and with training in the accompa-
nying policies and procedures,” said Tom Furakawa, Worldwide
Marketing Manager for the IBM zSeries. “There is also an excellent
chance that you are going to find redundant savings. You might be able to
identify an over usage of assets. At any rate, asset management is a path
into the technology and information assets of a firm. You can look at
usage, and especially in a chargeback environment, you are in a position
to let your internal customers know exactly what they are paying for.”

HOW ENTERPRISES ARE USING ASSET
MANAGEMENT

Since most enterprises have heterogeneous computing environments,
they want asset management systems that can catalogue hardware and
software across all of these systems. At the same time, enterprises want
a centralized asset management system. The zSeries is a logical plat-
form of choice. “We understand the critical need for the zSeries to work
in tandem with these other computing environments in an asset man-
agement environment,” said IBM’s Furakawa.

At the same time, the zSeries can find itself in the center of comput-
ing usage evaluations.

“The zSeries stands alone as an enterprise asset, whether you are
approaching it from the standpoint of workloads, operating environ-
ment or resource management,” said Furakawa. “Organizations and IT
infrastructures today are interleaved and highly complex. A good
example is an online store, where you are using multiple technologies,
with each of them different. With its transaction processing strength,
the mainframe is a critical part of this scenario that has only increased
its value with the quadrupling of MIPs over the past few years, and
operations and personnel costs that are steadily decreasing.”

The pushes for new efficiencies and a driving value proposition are
part of the zSeries response to corporate sensitivities about costs and
values. In addition, the advent of regulatory requirements like
Sarbanes Oxley has propelled organizations to look closely at the
ways that they’re spending IT dollars. “There is a drive to know just
how the dollars are being spent on various technologies and applica-
tions,” said Furakawa.

IBM’S STRATEGIC FOCUS ON ASSET
MANAGEMENT

Responding to highly cost-conscious enterprise IT environments,
IBM has launched a series of service initiatives addressing asset man-
agement and zSeries computing.
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“Many of these IT service management initiatives were first started
in early 2005,” said Tom Furakawa. “The initiatives were geared to
bridge the gaps that occur between the integration of technology and
the automation of computer-based processes. By introducing the Tivoli
zSeries solutions, we are now providing capabilities that allow IT
organizations to improve their service levels to their customers through
asset management. Areas that asset management contributes to include
levels of service, cost management, system availability, change man-
agement and life cycle management. We will continue to build out asset
management to encompass even more capabilities in the future.”

The impact for sites can be substantial. “According to Gartner studies,
and also studies conducted by GIGA and IDC, companies can expect to
achieve 30% savings on their technology assets initially, and 5-10% sav-
ings annually on a go-forward basis, by eliminating technology assets
that are redundant or that are not being used at all,” said Furakawa

BEST PRACTICES AND SKILLS NEEDED

Looking at systems from the business side of technology, asset man-
agement specialists in large shops look at software and hardware as
corporate investments that need to be catalogued and evaluated on a
periodic basis for “best value.”

Asset management is a central concern for upper management and
for corporate departments that are charged for zSeries system services
because they want to know that the computer resources, especially on
the mainframe, are resources that they are actively utilizing. The disci-
pline, often the province of accountants turned computer asset man-
agers, is not on the forefront of the technical support manager’s mind.
However, it is one that will not thrive if consultation and recommenda-
tions are not readily available from technical support.

Three components are needed for an effective enterprise IT asset
management program:

▼ IT assets must be accurately identified and logged;
▼ Asset management must be able to produce the kinds of reports

that make sense to the organization (these reports will be unique
to each organization);

▼ Data from the asset management reports must be able to be
readily matched one-to-one with the items on vendor contracts
and licenses.

“Asset management should be done periodically, whether on a quar-
terly, monthly or bi-monthly basis,” said Furakawa. “Whatever the
interval of the exercise, IT should plan to be proactive, especially
because compliance and audit risks are heightened—and much differ-
ent than in the past. When the asset management is done on a regular
basis, it is also easy to line it up with the budget process.”

Regardless of the choices an organization makes, some kind of asset
management process should be in place for both historical accuracy,
and for the evaluation of software usage patterns.

BENEFITS TO THE BUSINESS

Although asset management is not typically in the forefront of tech-
nical support’s mind, there are key business benefits asset management
delivers that technical support should be sensitive to:

Asset management aids budgeting and saves expense.

It does this by eliminating software and/or hardware assets that are
replications of each other, or that are obsolete or unused.

Asset management assists with audits.
With the advent of Sarbanes Oxley, auditors and examiners expect

companies to be on top of all of their assets, including their informa-
tion. It is not good for the company’s operating expenses, or for the
confidence of investors, when technology dollars are poorly spent, or
when an organization isn’t sure how they are getting spent.

Asset management can be used as an input for evaluation of the
overall IT architecture, and as a predictor of future growth. It can
also predict where dollars have to be spent for software and IT infra-
structure upgrades. These predictors are most evident in usage studies
of hardware and software that are available from asset management
reports. When these reports are combined with the know-how and
experience of technical support, the results can be unbeatable.

Asset management helps disaster recovery and business continua-
tion. It is extremely risky not to have a good inventory of software run-
ning on a system when a system goes down. Asset management
software performs inventory, and it does so automatically.

“When it comes to asset management, it is highly beneficial to
have initiatives that are driven from the top down, especially when
the direction comes from the CEO or CFO,” said Tom Furakawa.
“The focus of the technical support manager is always on system
uptime, so asset management is not on the top of his mind. However,
there is still a job to be done that entails looking across the IT infra-
structure and identifying cost savings. If you come up with a cost
savings that you identified with the help of the asset management
system and can save money on IT contracts, the organization is the
better for it.”

THE ISSUES FOR TECHNICAL SUPPORT

IBM and others acknowledge that one of the barriers to entry for
strong asset management policies and procedures can be the “silos”
that respectively house both technical support and asset management
specialists. Asset managers typically do not have technical support’s
detailed knowledge of IT assets, especially on the zSeries. When these
specialists are looking into what an asset management report tells them,
they need contextual technical information. Sometimes, they encounter
situations where no one is around to give it, or where there is hesitancy
to give it.

“An IT organization needs best practices in order to capitalize on
asset management,” said Tom Furukawa. “There is a big communica-
tions gap between software operators and asset managers. Software
asset managers need to get data from the systems folks, and technical
support needs to get involved in asset management so they can per-
form the necessary analysis on asset usage. The main job of systems
programmers in asset management is to keep the software up to date,
but there is still a need for the system programming and asset man-
agement groups to understand each other. For a good asset manage-
ment program to work, IT needs to successfully align software
management and tracking that systems programming does with the
contract and licensing tracking that asset management does. These are
two very different skillsets.”

If a successful working relationship between technical support and
asset management is formed, enterprise IT enjoys enormous benefits,
especially in license renewal discussions with vendors.
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“Asset managers have to work with procurement and technical sup-
port,” said Furukawa. “Both asset management and technical support
should be meeting with vendors in the case of a software purchase or
renewal decision. For many enterprises, the asset management person
might come from finance and be retrained for software asset manage-
ment. The large organizations have dedicated asset management staff.
For those organizations without a dedicated asset management person,
technical support typically takes on this responsibility. In this case, it is
usually necessary to sponsor training to technical support so they can
address the issues of contracts from the business side, and have the soft
skills needed to effectively negotiate with vendors.”

CONCLUDING REMARKS

The number one asset management problem for many shops is being
oversold. If you can effectively use an asset management system to
save infrastructure costs, everybody wins. Cost consciousness trends
are very much alive—and for many, they will take priority over having
“best of breed” solutions.

“Shops are still spending—but they’re being much smarter about it,”
said IBM’s Furukawa. “The goal is to go for the best value. If you can
get it with one vendor instead of ten, so much the better.”  

NaSPA member Mary E. Shacklett is President of Transworld Data. She is
listed in Who’s Who Worldwide and in Who’s Who in the Computer Industry.
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